I’m not sure how to interpret the Check Permissions result.

Perhaps your Check Permissions ISBN search has returned an amber result and you are not sure whether you can make copies under the Licence or you are confused by the answer. This is a step-by-step guide to help you, as a Higher Education Licensee, work out the permissions status for the publication you want to copy from and help you understand why you can or can’t make copies.

Please click on the icons below to get started.

Is the book / journal /magazine published by a UK based publisher?

Yes  |  No  |  URL  |  I don’t know how to find out

The content is hosted on a website

This text is intended for use as guidance only and not as a substitute for the CLA Licence Terms themselves, which should be read in full. In the event of conflict between the two, the Licence shall prevail. For permissions not listed above, please contact the publisher direct.
The content I want to copy is hosted on a website.

The CLA Higher Education Licence covers content from opted in websites. To check whether a website is participating in the CLA Licensing scheme please enter the URL in the Check Permissions search box.

If the URL doesn’t return a search result, the website has not been opted in and is not covered for copying under the CLA Licence. Please check the terms of use of the website and contact the copyright owner for permission to re-use material from this website.

This text is intended for use as guidance only and not as a substitute for the CLA Licence Terms themselves, which should be read in full. In the event of conflict between the two, the Licence shall prevail. For permissions not listed above, please contact the publisher direct.
The content I want to copy is hosted on a website.

The CLA Higher Education Licence covers content from opted in websites. To check whether a website is participating in the CLA Licensing scheme please enter the URL in the Check Permissions search box.

If the URL doesn’t return a search result, the website has not been opted in and is not covered for copying under the CLA Licence. Please check the terms of use of the website and contact the copyright owner for permission to re-use material from this website.

This text is intended for use as guidance only and not as a substitute for the CLA Licence Terms themselves, which should be read in full. In the event of conflict between the two, the Licence shall prevail. For permissions not listed above, please contact the publisher direct.
The content is published in the UK.

Is the publisher on the list of excluded publishers or the list of excluded works by author or visual artist?

Yes

No

This text is intended for use as guidance only and not as a substitute for the CLA Licence Terms themselves, which should be read in full. In the event of conflict between the two, the Licence shall prevail. For permissions not listed above, please contact the publisher direct.
The edition is published in the UK and the publisher is not on the list of excluded UK publishers.

Is the publication born digital, e.g. an eBook or a subscription to a digital journal?

Yes

No

This text is intended for use as guidance only and not as a substitute for the CLA Licence Terms themselves, which should be read in full. In the event of conflict between the two, the Licence shall prevail. For permissions not listed above, please contact the publisher direct.
THE PRINT EDITION IS PUBLISHED IN THE UK AND THE PUBLISHER IS NOT ON THE LIST OF EXCLUDED UK PUBLISHERS.

Subject to defined extent limits, you can make **photocopies** and **scans** from this publication.

**Please note:** If the title and publisher information return result in Check Permissions and the Country of Publication is ‘United Kingdom and Great Britain & N. Ireland’, you can make scans and photocopies even if you see an amber (not found) result.

This text is intended for use as guidance only and not as a substitute for the CLA [licence terms](#) themselves, which should be read in full. In the event of conflict between the two, the licence shall prevail. For permissions not listed above, please contact the publisher direct.
PHOTOCOPYING PERMISSIONS UNDER THE CLA HIGHER EDUCATION LICENCE

Subject to defined extent limits, this title is covered by your CLA licence for the following uses:

Staff, students and visiting academics may:

- Photocopy extracts from paper originals
- Copy onto acetate
- Send by fax
- Send copies to overseas students, who may not make further copies under the licence

This text is intended for use as guidance only and not as a substitute for the CLA Licence Terms, themselves, which should be read in full. In the event of conflict between the two, the Licence shall prevail. For permissions not listed above, please contact the publisher direct.
SCANNING PERMISSIONS UNDER THE CLA HIGHER EDUCATION LICENCE

Subject to defined extent limits, this title is covered by your CLA licence for the following uses:

Authorised Persons may:

• Scan extracts from paper originals
• Print paper copies
• Email scanned extracts
• Store scanned extracts on a Secure Network
• Use scanned extracts in PowerPoint presentations
• Send scanned extracts to overseas students, who may print a single copy
• Other uses specific to the CLA Higher Education Licence - see terms and conditions for detail

Many HEIs restrict scanning of course materials to certain members of staff in order to manage reporting obligations under the Licence. For more information please contact your CLA Licence Co-ordinator or Copyright Advisor.

This text is intended for use as guidance only and not as a substitute for the CLA Licence Terms themselves, which should be read in full. In the event of conflict between the two, the Licence shall prevail. For permissions not listed above, please contact the publisher direct.
THE PUBLISHER OR PUBLICATION IS EXCLUDED FROM COPYING UNDER THE CLA HIGHER EDUCATION LICENCE.

Copying from this publication is not covered under the CLA Licence.

Your intended use may be covered by the exceptions for educational copying in the Copyright Designs and Patents Act 1988, specifically s.36 Copying and use of extracts of works by educational establishments and s.32 Illustration for Instruction. Your institution’s copyright specialist will be able to advise you further.

You may need direct permission from the copyright owner to reuse the material. To request permission for reuse, visit PLSclear to log your request directly with the publisher.

http://www.plsclear.com
Email: plsclear@pls.org.uk
Tel: 020 7079 5940

This text is intended for use as guidance only and not as a substitute for the CLA Licence Terms themselves, which should be read in full. In the event of conflict between the two, the Licence shall prevail. For permissions not listed above, please contact the publisher direct.
THE UK PUBLICATION I WANT TO COPY FROM IS BORN DIGITAL.

Is the publisher on the list of participating digital publishers?

Yes  No

This text is intended for use as guidance only and not as a substitute for the CLA Licence Terms themselves, which should be read in full. In the event of conflict between the two, the Licence shall prevail. For permissions not listed above, please contact the publisher direct.
The list shows UK digital material publishers that have opted-in to the Higher Education Licence. If the publisher is on the list you can make copies or re-use material from the digital publication.

If the publisher of the digital original publication is not shown on this list then the material may not be copied or re-used under the terms of the licence.

For digital material published outside the UK you will need to refer to the list of International Territories and click on the country for further details.

The easiest way to check what publications can be copied under your CLA licence is to use our Check Permissions tool.

This text is intended for use as guidance only and not as a substitute for the CLA Licence Terms themselves, which should be read in full. In the event of conflict between the two, the Licence shall prevail. For permissions not listed above, please contact the publisher direct.
THE PUBLICATION IS NOT PUBLISHED IN THE UK.

Is the publisher on the list of those publishers and imprints whose works can be copied whatever their country of publication? (We refer to these as ‘global mandate publishers’).
The publication is not published in the UK and the publisher is not on the list of ‘global mandate publishers’.

Is the publisher based in the USA?

Yes

No

This text is intended for use as guidance only and not as a substitute for the CLA Licence Terms themselves, which should be read in full. In the event of conflict between the two, the Licence shall prevail. For permissions not listed above, please contact the publisher direct.
The publisher is on the list of ‘Global Mandate Publishers’.

Certain publishers have instructed us directly that their titles should be covered by CLA licences *whatever their country of publication*.

If the publication that you want to copy from is on this list, you can, subject to the defined extent limits, make photocopies and scans from the publication.

The easiest way to check what publications can be copied under your CLA licence is to enter the ISBN or ISSN in to the Check Permissions tool.

Please note that the Check Permissions tool will identify the country of publication as UK where CLA have an international mandate direct from the publisher.

This text is intended for use as guidance only and not as a substitute for the CLA Licence Terms themselves, which should be read in full. In the event of conflict between the two, the Licence shall prevail. For permissions not listed above, please contact the publisher direct.
The publisher is not based in the UK and is not on the list of ‘global mandate publishers.

International repertoire exchange agreements with other countries permit UK licensees to copy from foreign magazines, books, journals and digital publications.

Current international agreements permit CLA licensees to photocopy titles published in the territories listed on our website (link below). Several of these territories also extend rights for scanning and for the reuse of digital publications, including some websites, depending on the type of licence you hold.

Please use the table outlining CLA’s international territory agreements to check what type of copying is included for each territory and follow the links to see any specific inclusions or exclusions for each country.

The easiest way to check what publications can be copied under your CLA licence is to use our Check Permissions tool.

If the publisher is based in the USA, please [click here].

This text is intended for use as guidance only and not as a substitute for the CLA Licence Terms themselves, which should be read in full. In the event of conflict between the two, the Licence shall prevail. For permissions not listed above, please contact the publisher direct.
THE PUBLISHER IS BASED IN THE USA, IS NOT ON THE LIST OF ‘GLOBAL MANDATE PUBLISHERS, AND NOT ON THE LIST OF EXCLUDED US PUBLISHERS.

• Print editions by US publishers are covered for photocopying under the CLA licence, unless specifically excluded.

• You can make scans if the publisher has opted the ISBN/ISSN into the CLA repertoire to include scanning permissions under the CLA Licence. If this is the case, the ISBN/ISSN search result will indicate this on the Check Permissions tool.

• If you need to make scans from an edition that has not been opted in to include scanning, please follow the guidance for excluded publishers.

• If a suitable digital version is commercially available you should purchase or subscribe to this version instead of scanning from print.

• Permissions are linked to the ISBN, not the title. So if the ISBN has not been opted in by the publisher, please follow the guidance for excluded publishers.

• Please also note that different editions of the same title can have different copying permissions if they have different ISBNs.

• **Please note:** If the ISBN/ISSN from a US published edition does not return a result, i.e. is ‘Not Found’ on Check Permissions, the ISBN/ISSN has not been opted in by the publisher to include scanning permissions under the CLA Licence. Please follow the guidance for excluded publishers.

This text is intended for use as guidance only and not as a substitute for the CLA **License Terms** themselves, which should be read in full. In the event of conflict between the two, the Licence shall prevail. For permissions not listed above, please contact the publisher direct.
The publisher is based in the USA and not on the List of Global Mandate Publishers.

Is the publisher on the list of excluded US publishers?

Yes  No

This text is intended for use as guidance only and not as a substitute for the CLA Licence Terms themselves, which should be read in full. In the event of conflict between the two, the Licence shall prevail. For permissions not listed above, please contact the publisher direct.
I DON’T KNOW WHERE THE PUBLISHER IS BASED.

• Copying permissions under the CLA Licence depend on where the publisher’s head-office is based.

• You can usually find the publisher’s details on the title page of the book.

• If you have access to the Nielsen catalogue or WorldCat, you can usually find details on the country of publication here.

• For large multi-national publishers, it can be difficult to work out where the head-office is based as they often have offices all over the world. When in doubt, please get in touch with us and we can have a look for you.

• If you need help, please send an email to permissions@cla.co.uk

This text is intended for use as guidance only and not as a substitute for the CLA Licence Terms themselves, which should be read in full. In the event of conflict between the two, the Licence shall prevail. For permissions not listed above, please contact the publisher direct.